The Vast Expanse of Time and Space

1. The vast, expanse of time and space out-
2. What puls., ing forces formed the stars and
3. New universes may appear to

runs the reach of human mind. Not
led their fiery cosmic dance? Then
which my life and death give birth. The

years, but eons, mark this place, this
earth and Saturn, Venus, Mars—what
self same pow’r that brought me here gives

earth, the home of human-kind. What
plucked them out of random chance? What
life to all—and gives it worth. Though
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quantum particles emerged in
pow'r brought forth this universe another worlds and wonders wait, though

light-years far beyond our ken? What
among the many that could be, caused
time and space may cease to be, God's

strands of matter first converged, in
form and substance to disperse, et-
love for me will not abate, for

time becoming rock and wren?
volving in to you and me?
it enfolds eternity.